Graph data widely exist in many high-impact applications. Inspired by the success of deep learning in grid-structured data, graph neural network models have been proposed to learn powerful node-level or graph-level representation. However, most of the existing graph neural networks suffer from the following limitations: (1) there is limited analysis regarding the graph convolution properties, such as seed-oriented, degree-aware and order-free; (2) the node's degreespecific graph structure is not explicitly expressed in graph convolution for distinguishing structure-aware node neighborhoods; (3) the theoretical explanation regarding the graph-level pooling schemes is unclear.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, graph data is being generated across multiple highimpact application domains, ranging from bioinformatics [4] to financial fraud detection [27, 28] , from genome-wide association study [21] to social network analysis [5] . In order to leverage the rich information in graph-structured data, it is of great importance to learn effective node or graph representation from both node/edge attributes and the graph topological structure. To this end, numerous graph neural network models have been proposed recently inspired by the success of deep learning architectures on grid-structured data (e.g., images, videos, languages, etc.). One intuition behind this line of approaches is that the topological structure as well as node attributes could be integrated by recursively aggregating and compressing the continuous feature vectors from local neighborhoods in an end-to-end training architecture.
One key component of graph neural networks [4, 6] is the graph convolution (or feature aggregation function) that aggregates and transforms the feature vectors from a node's local neighborhood. By integrating the node attributes with the graph structure information using Laplacian smoothing [9, 12] or advanced attention mechanism [18] , graph neural networks learn the node representation in a low-dimensional feature space where nearby nodes in the graph would share a similar representation. Moreover, in order to learn the representation for the entire graph, researchers have proposed the graph-level pooling schemes [1] that compress the nodes' representation into a global feature vector. The node or graph representation learned by graph neural networks has achieved state-of-the-art performance in many downstream graph mining tasks, such as node classification [26] , graph classification [22] , etc.
However, most of the existing graph neural networks suffer from the following limitations. (L1) There is limited analysis on graph convolution properties that could guide the design of graph neural networks when learning node representation. (L2) In order to preserve the node proximity, the graph convolution applies a special form of Laplacian smoothing [12] , which simply mixes the attributes from node's neighborhood. This leads to the loss of degree-specific graph structure information for the learned representation. An illustrative example is shown in Figure 1 : although nodes 4 and 5 are structurally different, they would be mapped to similar representation due to first-order node proximity using existing methods. Moreover, the neighborhood sub-sampling methods used to improve model efficiency [5] significantly degraded the discrimination of degree-specific graph structure. (L3) The theoretical explanation regarding the graph-level pooling schemes is largely missing.
To address the above problems, in this paper, we propose a generic graph neural network model DEMO-Net that considers the degree-specific graph structure in learning both node and graph representation. Inspired by Weisfeiler-Lehman graph isomorphism test [20] , the graph convolution of graph neural networks should have three properties: seed-oriented, degree-aware, order-free, in order to map different neighborhoods to different feature representation. As shown in Figure 1 , nodes with identical degree value typically share similar subtree (root node followed by its 1-hop neighbors) structures. As a result, the representation of nodes 2 and 8 should be close in the feature space due to the similar subtree structure. On the other hand, nodes 4 and 5 have different subtree structures (i.e., number of subtree leaves), and they indicate different roles in the network, e.g., leader vs. deputy in a covert group. Therefore, they should not be mapped closely in the feature space.
To the best of our knowledge, very little effort on graph neural networks is devoted to learning the degree-specific representation for each node or the entire graph. To bridge the gap, we present a degree-specific graph convolution by assuming that nodes with the same degree value would share the same graph convolution. It can be formulated as a multi-task feature learning problem where each task represents the node representation learning for nodes with specific degree values.
In addition, we introduce a degree-specific graph-level pooling scheme to learn the graph representation. We theoretically show that the graph representation learned by our model lies in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) induced by a degreespecific Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernel. The most similar work to us is Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN) [22] which used the sum-aggregator associated with multi-layer perceptrons as the neighborhood-injective graph convolution that mapped different node neighborhood to different features. However, one issue of GIN is that the degree-aware structures are implicitly expressed in its graph convolution relying on the universal approximation capacity of multi-layer perceptrons.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) We provide theoretical analysis for graph neural networks from the perspective of Weisfeiler-Lehman graph isomorphism test, which motivates us to design the graph convolution based on the following properties: seed-oriented, degree-aware and order-free. (2) we propose a generic graph neural network framework named DEMO-Net by assuming that nodes with the same degree value would share the same graph convolution. A degree-specific multi-task graph convolution function is presented to learn the node representation. Furthermore, a novel graph-level pooling scheme is introduced for learning the graph representation provably lying in a degree-specific Hilbert kernel space. (3) The experimental results on several node and graph classification benchmark data sets demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed DEMO-Net model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review the related work in Section 2, followed by the problem definition and background introduction in Section 3. Section 4 presents our proposed DEMO-Net framework for node and graph representation learning. The extensive experiments and discussion are provided in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6. 
RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review the related work on graph neural networks for node and graph classification.
Node Classification
Most of the existing graph neural networks [6] learn the node representation by recursively aggregating the continuous feature vectors from local neighborhoods in an end-to-end fashion. They could be fitted into the Message Passing Neural Networks (MPNNs) [4] which explained the feature aggregation of graph neural networks as message passing in local neighborhoods. Generally, they focus on extracting the spatial topological information by operating the convolutions in the node domain [26] , which differs from some spectral approaches [2, 9] considering a node representation in the spectral domain. Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [9] defined the convolution operation via a neighborhood aggregation function. Following the same intuition, many graph neural network models have been proposed with different aggregation functions, e.g., attention mechanism [18] , mean and max functions [5] , etc. However, most of the graph neural network architectures are motivated by the success of deep learning on grid-like data, thus leading to little theoretical analysis for explaining the high performance and guiding the novel methodologies. Up till now, some work have been proposed to explain why graph neural networks work. The convolution of GCN was a special form of Laplacian smoothing on graph [12] , which explained the over-smoothing phenomena brought by many convolution layers. Lei et al. [10] showed that the graph representation generated by graph neural networks lies in the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) of some popular graph kernels. Moreover, it shows that 1-dimensional aggregation-based graph neural networks are at most as powerful as the Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL) isomorphism test [20] in distinguishing graphs [22] . Compared with the existing work on graph neural networks, in this paper, we design a degree-specific graph convolution that captures the node neighborhood structures inspired by WL isomorphism test. This is in sharp contrast to the existing work which focused on preserving the node proximity in the feature space, thus leading to the loss of local graph structures.
Graph Classification
The graph-level pooling/readout schemes aim to learn a representation of the entire graph from its node representations for graph-level classification tasks. Mean/max/sum functions are commonly used due to its computational efficiency and effectiveness [1, 22] . One challenge for graph-level pooling is to maintain the invariance to node order. PATCHY-SAN [13] first adopted the external software to obtain a global node order for the entire graph, which is very time-consuming. More recently, a number of graph neural network models have been proposed [22, 24, 25] , which formulated the node representation learning and graph-level pooling into a unified framework. Different from graph kernel approaches [16, 23] that intuitively extract the graph feature or define the graph similarity using ad-hoc knowledge or random walk properties, graph neural networks would automatically learn the graph representation to integrate node attributes with its topological information via an end-to-end training architecture.
Nevertheless, very little effort has been devoted to explicitly considering the degree-specific graph structures for graph representation learning. Our proposed degree-specific graph-level pooling method is designed to address this issue by compressing the learned node representation according to degree values.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce the notation and problem definition, as well as some background information on graph neural networks.
Notation
Suppose that a graph is represented as G = (V , E), where V = {v 1 , · · · , v n } is the set of n nodes and E ⊆ V × V is the edge set. Let X ∈ R n×D denote the attribute matrix where each row x v is the D-dimensional attribute vector for node v. The graph G can also be represented by an adjacency matrix A ∈ R n×n , where A i j represents the similarity between v i and v j on the graph. For each node v ∈ V , its 1-hop neighborhood is denoted as N (v). Let G = {G 1 , · · · , G t } denote a set of graphs. In this paper, we focus on undirected attributed networks, although our model can be naturally generalized to other types of networks. The main notation used in this paper is summarized in Table 1 .
Problem Definition
In this paper, we focus on two problems: node-level and graphlevel representation learning by formulating a novel degree-specific graph neural network model. Furthermore, we analyze the proposed model from various aspects, and empirically demonstrate its superior performance on both node and graph classification.
Formally, the node-and graph-level representation learning problems can be defined below. 
A graph G with node set V and edge set E X Attribute matrix A Adjacency matrix n Number of nodes in the graph d Dimensionality of the node or graph representation
1-hop neighborhood of node v I G Indices of labeled nodes' for node classification I G Indices of labeled graphs' for graph classification
Feature set within node v's neighborhood T A set of subtrees deдr ee(G)
A set of the degree values in graph G
with adjacency matrix A i ∈ R n i ×n i and node attributes
embedding space where graphs would be well separated if they have different graph topological structure.
Graph Neural Networks
It has been observed that a broad class of graph neural network (GNN) architectures followed the 1-dimensional Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL) graph isomorphism test [20] . From the perspective of WL isomorphism test, they mainly consist of the following crucial steps at each iteration of feature aggregation:
• Feature initialization (label 1 initialization): The node features are initialized by original attribute vectors.
• Neighborhood detection (multiset-label determination): It decides the local neighborhood in which node gathers the information from neighbors. More specifically, a seed 2 followed by its neighbors generates a subtree pattern.
• Neighbors sorting (multiset-label sorting): The neighbors are sorted in the ascending or descending order of degree values. The subtrees with permutation order of neighbors are recognized as the same one.
• Feature aggregation (label compression): The node feature is updated by compressing the feature vectors of the aggregated neighbors including itself.
• Graph-level pooling (graph representation): It summarizes all the node features to form a global graph representation.
Next, we briefly go over some existing graph neural network models, which follow the aforementioned steps of the 1-dimensional WL algorithms. We would like to point out that graph neural networks would learn the node or graph representation using continuous node attributes, whereas WL algorithms update the node attributes by directly compressing the augmented discrete attributes.
Taking 1-hop neighborhood N (v) = {u |(v, u) ∈ E} into consideration at each iteration, the following node-level graph neural network variants have the same feature initialization and neighborhood detection on learning node representation. And when element-wise average or max operations are used for feature aggregation, graph neural networks would be invariant to the order of neighbors. We summarize the feature aggregation functions (graph convolution) of those graph neural networks as follows.
• Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [9] :
where A = ( a vu ) ∈ R n×n is the re-normalization of the adjacency matrix A with added self-loops, and W k is the trainable matrix at k th layer. It is essentially a weighted feature aggregation from node neighborhood.
• Graph Attention Network (GAT) [18] :
where α vu is a self-attention score indicating the importance of node u to node v on feature aggregation. It is obvious that GCN can be considered as a special case of GAT when the attention score α vu is defined as a vu .
• GraphSAGE [5] :
where mean-, max-and LSTM-aggregator are presented for feature aggregation. Though LSTM considers node neighbors as an ordered sequence, the LSTM aggregator is adapted on an unordered neighbors with random permutation. There are some observations from these GNN variants: (i) Their feature aggregation schemes are invariant to the order of the neighbors except for GraphSAGE with LSTM-aggregator; (ii) The output feature at k-layer neural network can be seen as the representation of a subtree around the seed; (iii) The node representation become closer and indistinguishable when the neural layers are going deeper, because the subtrees would share more common elements. However, little work theoretically discusses the reasons behind these observations to guide the design of graph neural networks: how is the node representation affected by node degree and order of neighbors? what kind of graph convolution is required to learn the subtree structures? Inspired by WL graph isomorphism test, we present a degree-specific graph neural network model named DEMO-Net in Section 4 to discuss those problems.
Additionally, the neighborhood aggregation schemes of graph neural networks, such as mean-aggregator in GraphSAGE [5] , selfattention in GAT [18] , can be regarded as the relabeling step in WL isomorphism test. Figure 2 provides an example to illustrate the essence of feature aggregation on graph neural networks. The node feature is actually a special representation of subtree consisting of the seed followed by its neighbors. For example, node 1's feature Figure 2: Feature aggregation of the graph neural networks:
collected from previous layer. As a result, graph neural networks with k layers learn the representation of subtree with depth k rooted at the seed. That provides us an intuition to design a graph convolution for explicitly preserving the degree-specific subtree structures.
PROPOSED MODEL: DEMO-NET
In this section, we propose a generic degree-specific graph neural network named DEMO-Net. Key to our algorithm is the degreespecific graph convolution for feature aggregation which can map different subtrees to different feature vectors. Figure 4 provides an overview of the proposed DEMO-Net framework on learning node and graph representation, which will be described in detail below.
Node Representation Learning
Let h N (v) denote the feature set {h u |u ∈ N (v)} within node v's neighborhood. Let T = h v , h N (v) be the set of subtrees consisting of the features of seed v and its 1-hop neighbors N (v). To formalize our analysis, we first give the definition of structurally identical subtree below. The following lemma shows that graph neural networks could distinguish the local graph structures as well as the WL graph isomorphism test when graph convolution is an injective function that maps two subtrees in T to different features if they are not structurally identical. Lemma 4.2. Let G = {V , E} be a graph and u, v ∈ V be two nodes in the graph. When the mapping function f : T → R d in graph neural networks is injective, the learned features of v and u will be different if and only if the WL graph isomorphism test determines that they are not structurally identical.
The feature aggregation of graph neural networks can be simply summarized as follows. h Obviously, most of the existing graph neural networks [9, 18] did not consider the injective aggregation function when learning node representation. From the perspective of WL isomorphism test, an injective graph convolution has the following properties. 
(ii) Degree-aware: f h i , {h u |u ∈ N (i)} f h j , {h w |w ∈ N (j)} if the seeds' degree values are different, i.e., deд(i) deд(j).
(iii) Order-free: f h i , {h u |u ∈ N (i)} = f h j , {h w |w ∈ N (j)} if h i = h j and the only possible difference between {h u |u ∈ N (i)} and {h w |w ∈ N (j)} is the order of neighbors. Figure 3 lists some examples to illustrate those properties. The injective function f maps the subtrees in Figure 3 (a) to different features due to the distinctive seeds' attributes. Here, we hold that the subtree's structure properties are guided by seed node. Thus they are not structurally identical though both subtrees share the same leaf elements. Seeds' degree values also decide the subtree structure (shown in Figure 3(b) ) because it is obvious that nodes with identical degree value share the similar structure. Figure 3(c) shows that neighbors' order will not change the subtree structure.
These properties will guide us to build a structure-specific graph neural network model. Based on properties (i) and (ii), the feature aggregation function in Eq. (4) can be expressed as follow.
where f s and f deд(v) are seed-related and degree-specific mapping functions, respectively, and deд(v) denotes the degree value of node v. All the nodes share one seed-oriented mapping function f s , but have a degree-specific function for compressing node neighborhoods. Here, • denotes the vector concatenation which combines the mapped features to form a single vector. If f s and f deд(v) are injective, it will have the first two properties in Lemma 4.2 that subtrees with different seeds' features or degree values would be mapped differently. Additionally, the degree-specific mapping function f deд(v) should be symmetric 3 that is invariant to the order of neighbors. And we have the following theorem (proven in Appendix) to show the existence of mapping functions f s and f deд .
Theorem 4.4. (Existence Theorem) Assume T is countable, there exist mapping functions f s and { f deд |deд ∈ deдree(G)} such that for any two subtrees in T, the function f : T → R d defined in Eq. (5) maps them to different features if they are not structurally identical.
Next, we present our graph neural network model where the injective aggregation function could be approximated by multilayer neural network due to its exceptional expression power. For seed-related mapping function f s (·) in Eq. (5), we use a simple one-layer fully-connected neural network as follows.
where the trainable matrix W k 0 is shared by all the seeds at k th hidden layer. Here σ (·) is a nonlinear activation function.
For degree-specific neighborhood aggregation on h N (v) , it can be formulated as a multi-task feature learning problem (shown in Figure 4 (b)(c)) in which each task represents node representation learning for nodes with a specific degree value, thus leading to preserving the degree-specific graph structure. Here, we present two schemes for this multi-task learning problem. Degree-specific weight function: The degree-specific aggregation function can be expressed as follow.
where
is a degree-specific trainable matrix at k th layer and W k д is a global trainable matrix shared by all the seeds. Hashing function: Since the number of degree values on graphs could be very large, a critical challenge is how to perform multi-task learning efficiently. To address this challenge, hash kernel [19] (also called feature hashing or hash trick) is applied for our multi-task neighborhood learning problem. Given two vectors x and x ′ , the hash map ϕ and the corresponding kernel K ϕ (·, ·) are defined:
where ξ 1 and ξ 2 denote two hash functions such that ξ 1 : N → {1, · · · , m} and ξ 2 : N → {1, −1}. Notice that hash kernel is unbiased, i.e., E ϕ [⟨x, , then we have
. In this way, the multitask feature aggregation function f deд(v) can be expressed as:
) is the trainable matrix shared by all the nodes, and ϕ д (·) and ϕ deд (·) are global and degreespecific hash maps, respectively. One common assumption in multi-task learning is that all the tasks are related with some shared knowledge, and meanwhile have their own task-specific knowledge. As shown in Figure 3(b) , two subtrees are structurally different, but they share some common leaves for neighborhood aggregation. By adopting both common (global) and task-specific (local) weight/hash functions, it allows learning the shared sub-structures and degree-specific neighborhood structures simultaneously.
There might be many different node degrees in real networks. One intuitive idea is that we could partition the degree values into several buckets to reduce the number of tasks. This heuristic solution might improve our model robustness to noisy graph structure or labeled nodes on source networks brought by human annotations [29, 30] . We leave this as our future work because hashing kernel [19] used in DEMO-Net is efficient to tackle large-scale multi-task learning problem.
Graph Representation Learning
The goal of graph representation learning is to use a compact feature vector to represent the entire graph. To this end, we provide a degree-specific graph-level pooling scheme.
When graph neural networks are going deeper, node representation actually captures the higher-order topological information within its local neighborhood. By mapping the original graph to a sequence of graphs {G 0 , G 1 , · · · , G K } where G 0 denotes the original graph and G k (1 ≤ k ≤ K) represents the graph after the k th layer of feature aggregation (as shown in Figure 4 (e)-(g)), the k th graph representation can be expressed as follow.
where deдree(G) denotes the set of degree values in graph G, and δ (·, ·) is 1 when its two arguments are equal and 0 otherwise.
As discussed before, the node representation in G k captures the topological information within k-hop neighborhood. In order to consider all the subtrees' information, we concatenate the repre-
Next, we compare the degree-specific pooling scheme with existing graph-level pooling methods [1, 22] and Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL) subtree kernel [16] . We define a degree-specific WL kernel:
The corresponding mapping function is defined as:
where d i is the degree of G k , and
As shown in [10] , the non-linear activation function σ (·) has a mapping function ϕ σ (·) such that σ (w T x) = ϕ σ (x) ,ψ (w) for 
some mapping ψ (w) constructed from w. By the following theorem (proven in Appendix), we show that our graph representation lies in a degree-specific Hilbert kernel space. 
The sum/mean based graph-level pooling approaches make the learned graph representation lie in the kernel as follow.
And WL subtree Kernel [16] can be expressed as:
It is easy to see that: (1) WL subtree kernel cannot be applied to measure the graph similarity when nodes have the continuous attribute vectors. (2) Our graph-level representation lies in a degreespecific kernel space comparing Eq. (13) with (17), thus leading to explicitly preserving the degree-specific graph structure.
Discussion
We compare the proposed DEMO-Net with some existing graph neural networks regarding the properties of graph convolution. Lemma 4.3 shows that an injective aggregation function has three properties: seed-oriented, degree-aware, order-free. We summarize the properties of graph convolution of GCN [9] , GAT [18] , GraphSAGE [5] , and DCNN [1] in Table 2 . It can be seen that: (1) The existing graph neural networks do not have all the three properties. More importantly, none of them capture the degree-specific graph structures. (2) For graphSAGE, it is order-free when using mean or max aggregator. But graphSAGE with LTSM-aggregator is not order-free because it considers the node neighborhood as an ordered sequence. (3) Our proposed DEMO-Net considers all the properties, and the degree-aware property in particular allows our model to explicitly preserve the neighborhood structures for node and graph representation learning. In addition, the time complexity of graph convolution of DEMO-Net is linear with respect to the number of nodes and edges.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the experimental results on real networks. In particular, we focus on answering the following questions: Q1: Is the proposed DEMO-Net algorithm effective on node classification compared to the state-of-the-art graph neural networks? Q2: How does the proposed DEMO-Net perform on identifying graph structure compared to structure-aware embedding approaches? 
Experiment Setup
Data Sets: We use seven node classification data sets, including four social networks and three air-traffic networks. Facebook, WikiVote [11] , BlogCatalog and Flickr 4 are social networks. The posted keywords or tags in BlogCatalog and Flickr networks are used as node attribute information. There are three air-traffic networks [14] : Brazil, Europe and USA, where each node corresponds to an airport and edge indicates the existence of commercial flights between the airports. Their class labels are assigned based on the level of activity measured by flights or people that passed the airports. Data statistics are summarized in Table 3 . For those networks without node attributes, we use the one-hot encoding of node degrees. In BlogCatalog, Flickr and other air-traffic networks, node class labels are available. In Facebook and Wiki-Vote, we use the degree-induced class labels by labeling the node according to its degree value. In addition, we use four bioinformatics networks to evaluate the model performance on graph classification, including MUTAG, PTC, PROTEINS and ENZYMES 5 where the nodes are associated with categorical input features. The detailed statistics for these bioinformatics networks are summarized in Table 4 . Model Configuration: We adopt two hidden layers followed by the softmax activation layer in DEMO-Net, where the proposed multi-task feature learning schemes in Eq. (7) and (10) are applied to each hidden layer for neighborhood aggregation (termed as DEMONet(weight) and DEMO-Net(hash), respectively). In addition, we 4 http://people.tamu.edu/~xhuang/Code.html 5 https://ls11-www.cs.tu-dortmund.de/staff/morris/graphkerneldatasets apply Adam optimizer [8] with the learning rate 0.005 on the crossentropy loss to train our models. To prevent our models from overfitting, we adopt the dropout [17] with p = 0.6 and L 2 regularization with λ = 0.0005. The hidden layer size of neural units is set as 64. An early stopping strategy with a patience of 100 epochs on validation set is applied in our experiments. Baseline Methods: The baseline methods used in our experiments are given below: (1) node-level graph neural networks: GCN [9] , GCN_cheby [9] , GraphSAGE (mean aggregator) [5] , Union [12] , Intersection [12] and GAT [18] ; (2) node-level structure-aware embedding approaches: RolX [7] , struc2vec [14] and GraphWAVE [3] ; (3) graph-level graph neural networks: DCNN [1] , PATCHY-SAN [13] and DIFFPOOL [24] ; (4) deep graph kernel: DeepWL [23] . In our experiments, all the baseline models used the default hyperparameters suggested in the original papers.
All our experiments are performed on a Windows machine with four 3.60GHz Intel Cores and 32GB RAM. The source code will be available at https://github.com/jwu4sml/DEMO-Net.
Node Classification
For a fair comparison of different architectures [15] , we use different train/validation/test splits of the networks on node classification. For social networks, we randomly choose 10% and 20% of the graph Figure 5 : Node-level classification accuracy on the Brazil and USA air-traffic networks using different train/test splits nodes as the training and validation set, respectively, and the rest as the test set. For air-traffic networks, the training, validation and test sets are randomly assigned with equal number of nodes. We run 10 times and report the mean accuracy with the standard variance for performance comparison. As shown in Table 5 , we report the classification results on the real networks where the best results are indicated in bold. It can be observed that the proposed DEMONetmodels significantly outperform other graph neural networks (answering Q1). In particular, our DEMO-Net models are at least 10% higher on mean accuracy over baseline methods. One explanation is that baseline methods focus on preserving the node proximity by roughly mixing a node with its neighbors, whereas our proposed DEMO-Net models capture the degree-specific structure to distinguish the structural roles of nodes in the networks. We also evaluate the performance of our models against three structure-aware embedding approaches: RolX, struc2vec and Graph-WAVE. All of them are unsupervised embedding approaches identifying the structural roles of nodes in the networks. Following [14] , we use the one-vs-rest logistic regression with L2 regularization to train a classifier for node representations learned by baseline methods. Here we consider using different train-test splits where the percentage of training nodes ranges from 10% to 90% and the rest is used for testing. The experimental results on the Brazil and USA air-traffic networks are provided in Figure 5 . We observe that our proposed DEMO-Net models outperform the comparison methods across all the data sets (answering Q2). Besides, the structure roles identified by those baselines only represent the local graph structure without considering node attributes. Instead, both topological information and node attributes are captured in our DEMO-Net models when learning node representation.
Graph Classification
We use four public graph classification benchmarks to evaluate the proposed DEMO-Net models with the degree-specific graph-level pooling scheme. DCNN [1] , PATCHY-SAN [13] and DIFFPOOL [24] adopted the end-to-end training architectures for supervised graph classification. For unsupervised graph kernel method DeepWL [23] , we use the one-vs-rest logistic regression with L2 regularization to train a supervised classifier for graph classification. We also consider our model variants (denoted as DEMO-Net_m(hash) and DEMO-Net_m(weight) respectively) which replace the proposed degree-specific graph-level pooling with mean-pooling scheme [1] . The input graphs are randomly assigned to the training, validation, or test set where each set has the same number of nodes.
The graph classification results are shown in Table 6 where the best results are indicated in bold. It is observed that (1) compared to the existing mean-pooling method, the proposed degree-specific pooling method improves the model performance in most cases, which is consistent with our analysis in Section 4.2; (2) the classification results of our DEMO-Net models are comparable to other graph neural networks and graph kernel method (answering Q3). Moreover, on MUTAG and ENZYMES data sets, our proposed DEMONet(weight) outperforms the baseline methods. One explanation might be that the graph representation generated by DEMO-Net explicitly preserves the degree-specific graph structure information.
Efficiency Analysis
It is easy to show that the time complexity of each layer in our proposed DEMO-Net(hash) model is O(nF F ′ + T F + nH F ′ + mF ′ ) where n and m are the number of nodes and edges in the graph, respectively, F and F ′ are the dimensionalities of input and output features at each layer, respectively, T is the number of tasks (degree values) in the graph, and H is the hashing dimension. By observing that T ≤ n in the networks, its time complexity would be O(nF F ′ + mF ′ ), which is on par with GCN and GAT models. Similarly, we can show that the time complexity of each layer in DEMO-Net(weight) is O(T (nF F ′ +mF ′ )). When T ≪ n and T ≪ m, it also scales linearly with respect to the number of nodes and edges.
Following [9] , we report the running time (measured in seconds wall-clock time) per epoch (including forward pass, cross-entropy calculation, backward pass) on a synthetic network assigning 2n edges uniformly at random. As shown in Figure 6 , we observe that (answering Q4) (1) the wall-clock time of our proposed DEMO-Net model is linear with respect to the number of nodes; (2) our models are much more efficient than GAT on node classification task.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we focus on building a degree-specific graph neural network for both node and graph classification. We start by analyzing the limitations of the existing graph neural networks from the perspective of Weisfeiler-Lehman graph isomorphism test. Furthermore, it is observed that the graph convolution should have the following properties: seed-oriented, degree-aware, orderfree. To this end, we propose a generic graph neural network model named DEMO-Net which formulates the feature aggregation into a multi-task learning problem according to nodes' degree values. In addition, we also present a novel graph-level pooling method for learning graph representations provably lying in a degree-specific Hilbert kernel space. The extensive experiments on real networks demonstrate the effectiveness of our DEMO-Net algorithm.
